
COMARC/A 305

305  TEXTUAL SEE ALSO REFERENCE NOTE

This field is used in an authority record when an adequate see also reference note cannot be constructed
solely from the content of one or more 5XX related access point field(s) contained in authority records for
the related access points. Each authorized access point referred to and the "see also" (or similar) instruction
is given in field 305.

If the note does not refer directly to other authorized access points but only gives examples, the
corresponding related access points are not mentioned in 5XX fields.

Subfields & repeatability

FIELD/SUBFIELD REPEATABILITY
305 Textual see also reference note r

a Instruction phrase nr
b Access point referred to r

Indicators

INDICATOR VALUE MEANING
The type of note

0 note concerns non-subject use of access point
1

1 note concerns subject use of access point
2 Not defined

SUBFIELDS

305a  Instruction phrase

A see also reference instruction phrase.

305b  Access point referred to

The related access point to be searched under in the catalogue. Transcribe the access point
according to the rules in use by the agency, including any required punctuation.
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305 COMARC/A

EXAMPLES

1.
200 ⊔1 aPage, bH.A.
305 0⊔ aFor works of this author written under his real name, see also bJapp, Alexander

H.
305 0⊔ aFor works written under another pseudonym, see also bGray, E. Condor.

2.
200 ⊔⊔ aCollectors and collecting
305 1⊔ aSee also subdivisions bCollectors and collecting aand bCollection and

preservation aunder names of objects collected, e.g., bPostage stamps—Collectors
and collecting, bZoological specimens—Collection and preservation.
(This note includes examples but does not point to other specific authorized access
points, thus there are no 5XX related access point fields in records for the access
point given as example. Those records should contain field 825 that cites this
record.)

250 ⊔⊔ aPostage stamps
825 ⊔⊔ aExample under Collectors and collecting.

3. *
250 ⊔⊔ aPtice plenivke
305 1⊔ aGlej tudi imena posameznih ptic plenivk, npr. bJastrebi bSove

(Note in field 305 does not refer directly to another access point.)

4. *
250 ⊔⊔ aPomorske operacije in bitke
305 1⊔ aGlej tudi imena posameznih pomorskih operacij ali bitk, npr. bBitka pri

Trafalgarju (1805)
305 1⊔ aGlej tudi gesla vrste "[Pridevnik za ime države] pomorske operacije", npr.

bJaponske pomorske operacije
(Notes in field 305 do not refer directly to other authorized access points. The first
note includes several examples.)

5. *
250 ⊔⊔ aAfričani
305 1⊔ aGlej tudi imena afriških ljudstev, npr. bBantuji bGrmičarji (afriško ljudstvo)
305 1⊔ aGlej tudi gesla, ki se začenjajo z Afrišk-

(Notes in field 305 do not refer directly to other authorized access points. The first
note includes several examples, whereas the second includes none.)
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